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PRESENTATION OF THE ACADEMY MEDAL TO H. SHERWOOD LAWRENCE, M.D.* LUDWIG W. EICHNA, M.D. State University of New York Downstate Medical Center Brooklyn, N. Y.



ONORS are far from new to the New York Academy of Medicine medalist for I974, Dr. H. Sherwood Lawrence. Let me call the roll. He has been the recipient of the New York University Alumni Meritorious Scientific Achievement Award (1970), the von Pirquet Gold Medal of the Annual Forum on Allergy (1972), and the American College of Physicians Award for Distinguished Contributions in Science Related to Medicine (I973). He has delivered prestigious lectures, among them the Anna H. Westoff Memorial Lecture of the American Rheumatism Association (i964), the 6oth Anniversary Lecture of the American Thoracic Society (i965), the Blumenthal Lecture of the University of Minnesota (i964 and 1973), the keynote address before the Fifth National Scientific Meeting of the Reticuloendothelial Society (I968), and a Harvey Lecture (973). His research has earned for Dr. Lawrence membership and office in a host of scientific societies, including societies with the strictest criteria for admission to membership: American College of Physicians, Association of Immunologists, the Society for Experimental Biology and Medicine, Harvey Society (secretary, I957-I960), Peripatetic Clinical Society, Infectious Disease Society (charter member and councillor, I970-72), the Interurban Clinical Club, American Academy of Allergy, Transplantation Society (charter member and councillor, I966), American Society for Clinical Investigation, Association of American Physicians, and, the ultimate distinction, National Academy of Sciences. Recognition and honors have also come from abroad. Dr. Lawrence is an affiliate member of the Royal Society of Medicine, England *Presented at the Annual Meeting of the New York Academy of Medicine, April 24, 1974.
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(1959), honorary menmber and corresponding member of the Societe Franlcaise d'Allcmic ( 9), )6 anid has l)eel il\'itcd to lectulrc before the Societe Franqaise d'Immunologie at the Institut Pasteur (I968). His scientific expertness, innovative talent, and wisdom have been called upon for counsel by numerous scientific committees, including the American Thoracic Society (consultant, Research Committee), American Rheumatism Association (consultant, Research Committee), Health Research Council-City of New York (vice-chairman, Allergy and Infectious Disease Panel), Armed Forces Epidemiological Board (associate member, Streptococcal and Staphylococcal Commission), National Institutes of Health (member, Institute of Allergy and Infectious Disease and chairman and special consultant, Allergy and Immunology Study Section), and National Academy of Sciences (member, National Research Council and Committee on CuLtaneous System and chairman, Committee on1 Transplantation). Dr. Laxvrence is a member of the editorial boards of a number of scientific journals: Transplantation, Proceedings of the Society for Experivnental Biology and Medicine, Annals of Internal Medicine, and Cellular Ininunology (founder and editor-in-chief). This a\\wesome list of distinctions is firmly based on a research output of 126 publications, including books and chapters in books. Distinguished and remarkable as the above distinctions are, they do not really define the man or his basic qualities. Lost in the listing is the modesty of the man who, upon hearing the secretary of the American Society for Clinical Investigation call the roll of newly elected members, would not believe that he had been elected because the secretary had read Henry S. Lawrence rather than the familiar H. Sherwood Lawrence. His disbelief and comment that "it must be some other Lawrence" was not dispelled until the official letter of notification was received. Lost, too, is his service to his country in World War II, in which he participated as a naval officer in three invasions: Normandy, Southern France, and Okinawa. Thfie circumstances of his start and early days as an investigator come closer to defining the man. Come, turn back the clock with me 26 years, to I948. As John WVyckoff Fellow, his chief, Dr. William S. Tillett, had so very little to offer him. A meager salary had to be supplemented by work in the department of student hcalth. His laboratory was bench space in the routine laboratory of the ward. Bull. N. Y. Acad. Med.
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The only equipment was scrounged: tuberculin syringes, needles, a vial of tuberculin, a glass jar with cotton pledget and alcohol, a brass syringe container that could be sterilized in the ward sterilizer-all held for safekeeping in the bottom drawer (the one with a lock) of Claire Gautier's desk. (She typed the discharged summaries for the house staff.) What a prospect for productive research! A similar offer today to a prospective fellow would be considered the joke of a madman or a fool by today's candidates, asking, as they do, for hundreds of feet of laboratory space, thousands of dollars in equipment, technical and secretarial assistance, and good salaries. But Dr. Lawrence wanted to do research and he was not to be deterred. And what provocative and productive research he pulled out of the bottom drawer of Claire Gautier's desk! What departmental chairman would not give many laboratories and thousands of dollars to obtain the same results? With the same tenacity, Dr. Lawrence began to study the tuberculin reaction, under the most trying circumstances, where too often even financial ends did not meet. He was encouraged and supported by his wonderful wife, Dorothea; his children, Dorothea, Victor, and Geoffrey spurred him on. The environment was heady. His colleagues at Bellevue were also impoverished, but ideas were plentiful and colleagues congenial and stimulating. It was great, satisfying, fun, and enormously productive. That is the real Dr. Lawrence. If you are a researcher, you do research, come what may. This beginning can also serve as an example for the investigator starting out today. Productive research comes from ideas and work. Laboratories and dollars cannot supplant those qualities. All the rest followed. The studies on the tuberculin reaction led to defining the transfer factor whereby cellular immunity to a specific antigen can be transferred passively from an individual who has it to another who lacks that immunological response. This was a new concept. Dr. Lawrence has studied this principle with imagination and care. It did not matter that his work was not understood and that he worked essentially alone. The field of cellular immunity was then largely shunned as investigators flocked into the more glamorous humoral immunity, with its fast-breaking discoveries on the chemical nature of immunoglobulins. But Dr. Lawrence had an idea that would Vol. 50, No. 10, November 1974
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not leave him alone. It became his personal challenge and battle: "It's now between me and transfer factor." Transfer factor is now verified and accepted. Other workers are coming into the field and the once-lonely area is becoming a little crowded. Already, clinical use has been made of this principle in the treatment of systemic candidiasis and leprosy in cases unresponsive to other measures. Other potential clinical uses of great importance are waiting in the wings. Still, Dr. Lawrence's work does not affect transfer factor alone. The implications are wider. Dr. Lawrence was one of the early researchers in the field of cellular immunity. That field is now coming to the fore as an important element in man's defense reactions. Dr. Lawrence thus helped open a large area of study which is growing quickly in its importance to basic science and to clinical medicine. Finally, with all the honors Dr. Lawrence has received, the New York Academy of Medicine Medal has a unique place in his regard. It represents New York medicine's acknowledgment for a New Yorker who has rendered so much service to the medicine of his city. Dr. Lawrence was born in New York. He had his formal education at New York University College and its School of Medicine. He served as intern, resident, and chief resident at Bellevue Hospital, and then on the attending staff up to the rank of visiting physician. Currently he is co-director of medical services at Bellevue Hospital. Dr. Lawrence has devoted 31 years to the care of the patients of his city and to the education of its house officers and students in "his hospital," Bellevue. How appropriate that the New York Academy of Medicine this year honors a man who has accomplished so much and who honors the Academy in accepting its most distinguished award, the Academy Medal.
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